**Premium Club service**

Airport Franjo Tudman has two terminals for the handling of aircraft and passengers. The New passenger terminal is designed for the handling of scheduled and charter flights and the General aviation terminal is intended solely for the handling of general and business aviation. For passengers arriving at the New passenger terminal and continue to travel from the General aviation terminal or for passenger arriving at the General aviation terminal and continue to travel from the New passenger terminal, we offer several packages of Premium Club service. We have various options that will meet your needs and our team will be glad to make your journey from one to another terminal as smooth as possible.

*Note: The name of package of services, on arrival/departure, refers to the New passenger terminal.*

**Basic Premium Club package on arrival:**
- meeting passenger in front of the exit of “Arrivals”
- escorting passenger to the vehicle
- passenger transportation to the General aviation terminal by premium car/mini van

Price: 70,00 € + VAT (maximum 4 passengers on one trip)

**Premium Club package with assistance to the passengers on arrival:**
- meeting passenger in front of the aircraft
- assisting through immigration and customs control
- baggage claim assistance
- baggage handling and escorting passenger to the vehicle
- passenger transportation to the General aviation terminal by premium car/mini van

Price: 200,00 € + VAT (maximum 4 passengers on one trip)

**Basic Premium Club package on departure:**
- escorting passenger to the vehicle
- passenger transportation to the New passenger terminal by premium car/mini van

Price: 70,00 € + VAT (maximum 4 passengers on one trip)

**Premium Club package with assistance to the passengers on departure:**
- baggage handling and escorting passenger to the vehicle
- passenger transportation to the New passenger terminal by premium car/mini van
- baggage handling and escorting to the check-in counters
- assistance during check-in procedure
- fast track through security check
- assisting through immigration and customs control
- escorting to the departure gate

Price: 200,00 € + VAT (maximum 4 passengers on one trip)